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Create a
LIFE-ALTERING
MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENT
for your facility



What is Multi-Sensory (Snoezelen)?
Multi-Sensory (Snoezelen) is a Dutch concept developed in the 70’s by two Dutch Therapists and is a blend of two 
Dutch words “snuffelen” (to seek out, to explore) and “doezelen” (to doze, to snooze). Multi-Sensory (Snoezelen) is 
a therapy consisting of sensory experiences delivered to stimulate the primary senses with few demands placed 
on cognitive ability. Trust and relaxation are encouraged via non-directive therapy. An advantage of Multi-Sensory 
(Snoezelen) therapy is that it does not rely on verbal communication and is beneficial for those who would 
otherwise be almost impossible to reach.

In a controlled multi-sensory environment, patients receive a steady stream of stimuli that automatically increases 
their awareness and understanding of their surroundings. The average person touches 300 different surfaces every 
30 minutes; however, someone with profound dementia may average out at only three (3) different surface touches 
in 30 minutes. This shows in magnitude just how sensory-deprived many Alzheimer’s patients are and the benefits 
of clinically engaging their senses during senior care.

What are the aims of Multi-Sensory (Snoezelen)?

To offer individuals with special needs and challenging conditions the opportunity to exercise choice through 
action. These safe, non-threatening environments bridge cognitive, perceptual, behavioral, and physical 
impairments, as well as other limiting conditions to provide a sense of empowerment. Moreover, these 
environments allow clients to enjoy a wide range of sensory experiences—either passively or actively—that 
enhance therapy, learning, and relaxation. Clients choose the experiences that give them the most pleasure. 

Multi-Sensory (Snoezelen) is not bound by a specific professional discipline, therapy, facility, or client profile. Rather, 
it is a philosophy and a concept to be utilized as a resource to improve the quality of life for people with disabilities 
and other limiting conditions.

About Associated Health Systems Inc.

Take steps toward meeting challenges in your facility and improving the overall quality and atmosphere for 
patients, families and employees alike. Associated Health Systems Multi-Sensory Environment products are 
specifically designed to reach patients affected by dementia, Alzheimer’s disease and other sensory deficits. 
Increase communication potential and improve awareness, focus & concentration among patients in your memory 
care units. 

Multi-Sensory Environment rooms are controlled, meaningful and demand- free spaces and provide a fully 
customized environment that does not rely on verbal communication.   Associated Health Systems is dedicated to 
providing room design, installation assistance and comprehensive training to create a customized Multi-Sensory 
Environment to meet your needs and your space.

Schedule a free Consultation or Demonstration
Call: 877.457.8012

Visit: www.ahs-multisensory.com
Email: info@associatedhealthsystems.com
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RELAXATION MIRRORED BUBBLE TUBE ROVER

Original Mirrored Bubble Tube Rover with hinged mirrored 
panels that reflect a multiple light display.

Dimensions:  25”L x 19”W x 59”H 

BUBBLE ROVERS 

The Interactive model is our most powerful and adaptive Bubble Rover, 
containing Interactive elements combined with connections for 4 
vibro-acoustic products. The external speakers and the ability to 
connect your iPod/iPad/MP3 to the radio allows for greater control by 
the facilitator to provide vibration and music to the user. By adding both 
the Interactive Super Switch and Interactive Power Cube, the Interactive 
model can be adapted for use with any population, regardless of their 
abilities and needs.The Relaxation Bubble Rover automatically rotates 
through 8 colors, and does not include vibro-acoustic connections.

Dimensions:  21.5"W x 57.5"H x 40"D

Part No.  Description        
31BWNP RELAXATION BUBBLE ROVER    
31BWVISM INTERACTIVE BUBBLE ROVER    

Part No.  Description         
32BWNP RELAXATION MIRRORED BUBBLE  TUBE ROVER  

RO
V

ERS

BUILD YOUR OWN CUSTOM ROVER

Take some of the great features from Relataxtion Bubble Rover and the some of the interactive elements 
Interactive Bubble Rover to make your own custom Rover. You can also add:

 Popcorn  Bubble Tube
 Plastic Cabinet 
 More Fiberoptic 
 Two Projectors 
 Aromatherapy Therapy

Contact us for a complete list of up grades to your Rover.
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BUBBLE TUBE WITH PLATFORM 

Our Bubble Tubes are available with Interactive or Relaxation 
functionality, and the padded platform that surrounds the tube 
offers your clients a soft comfortable seat. Both Interactive and 
Relaxation models allow clients to enjoy the vibratory input offered 
by the movement of the bubbles/beads and the visual sensory 
input provided by the gradual changing color of the LEDs. And... 
our Bubble Tubes use the Simple Drain™ system, making water 
changes stress free.

The platform fits comfortably into a corner of your MSE room 
without intruding on the other sensory integration models.

Each Bubble Tube Platform comes with a Bubble Tube Security 
Bracket. This Security Bracket makes it safe for any person to get 
the gentle tactile effects the Tubes offer. The lights for the Bubble 
Tube are LED and never have to be changed. Comes in multiple 
sizes!  

BUBBLE TUBES

Our Bubble Tubes are available with Interactive or Relaxation 
functionality, allowing clients to enjoy the vibratory input offered 
by the movement of the bubbles/beads and the visual sensory 
input provided by the gradual changing color of the LEDs. 

And... our Bubble Tubes use the Simple Drain™ system, making 
water changes stress free.

Multiple Sizes: Small, Medium or Large

Part No.  Description          
33BB4IW 48” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE     
33BB4PW 48” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE    
33BB6IW 60” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE   
33BB6PW 60” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE   
33BB7IW 72” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE   
33BB7PW 72” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE   

Part No.  Description        
33BS4IW 48” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM  
33BS4PW 48” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM  
33BS6IW 60” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM   
33BS6PW 60” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM  
33BS7IW 72” INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM  
33BS7PW 72” RELAXATION BUBBLE TUBE W/PLATFORM  

........................................................................................................................
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INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE BENCH 

Designed to provide a natural seating space next to an 
Interactive Bubble Column.   Padded top covered in waterproof 
Crypton Fabric.

Add an Interactive Super Switch or Interactive Power Cube to 
create a full range of opportunities for interactive activities.

Dimensions:  47”L x 20”W x 38”H
  20”H (Seat Height)

Part No.  Description        
303176  BUBBLE TUBE BENCH    

PORTABLE BUBBLE TUBE

Just the right size to sit on a table or desk.  This cost-effective 
bubble tube provides a passive color change operation scrolling 
through 8 colors.

Dimensions:  14”L x 14”W x 6”H (Base)
  36”H (Bubble Tube)

Part No.  Description        
303126  PORTABLE BUBBLE TUBE      

TUBE WITH PING PONG BALL INSERT AND PADDED 
PLATFORM

The Ping Pong Insert offers your clients additional sensory input 
and the opportunity to improve tracking skills and visual 
perception. Six colorful ping pong balls are pushed up a 2” 
diameter inner tube by rising air bubbles, then fall into the larger 
tube where they drift to the bottom and resume their journey.

Dimensions:  36”L x 36”W x 17.5”H (with pad)
  48”H (Tube)

Part No.  Description        
303104  BUBBLE TUBE W/PING PONG TUBE     

PADDED PLATFORM COVER

The Padded Platform Cover allows for padding on the sides of 
the platform base.

Part No.  Description         
303005  PADDED PLATFORM COVER     

...................................................................................................................
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INTERACTIVE SUPER SWITCH 

Our switches are wireless and can be connected to any 
Interactive product. Connection to the Super Switch, with its 8 
modes of operation, is quick and easy! Just the touch of a 
button on the Super Switch and you’re connected. 

With a range of 30’, these switches have the capability to change 
the color of an unlimited number of interactive products 
simultaneously. Both the Super Switch and the Interactive Power 
Cube can be used to connect to any Interactive piece of MSE 
Equipment made by Southpaw in the same room.

INTERACTIVE POWER CUBES

Our Power Cubes are wireless and connection to any Interactive 
product is quick and easy. A simple turn of the Power Cube and 
you’re connected. The Interactive product turns whatever color is 
facing upward when the soft, multi-colored cube is turned. The 
Power Cube will help teach cause and effect, color 
recognition and communication skills. With a range of 30’, these 
switches have the capability to change the color of an unlimited 
number of interactive products simultaneously. 
Part No.  Description         
103120  11” POWER CUBE      
103125    8”  SMALL POWER CUBE    

.....................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
103121  INTERACTIVE SUPER SWITCH    

REMOTE PROGRAM SWITCH 

All Interactive products have an activation switch to use or 
connect the unit to a switch. If the unit is installed out of reach, 
use this to provide easy access to the Interactive product. 
Comes with 12’ of wire.

Dimensions:  2”L  x  2”W

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
103390  Remote Program Switch     
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SOLAR 250 LED PROJECTOR

The Solar 250 LED Projector has been the best selling analogue effects projector in the world since 1973.  
Now, 40 years later, we have re-styled and upgraded the Solar 250 for special needs effects projection 
with LED technology and external control of the light and motors, via 1/4” jack plug inputs, for buttons or 
remotes.  Long life, bright, quiet, safe, cool running and controllable.

The light for the Solar 250 LED is supplied by a 2000 lumen energy efficient 40W LED module that lasts 
for over 100,000 hours with a high color temperature concentrated through our unique optical system for 
truer color projection and clarity

Part No.  Description        
FG2080  SOLAR 250 LED PROJECTOR    

..................................................................................................................................................................................................

[OPTI] AURA LED PROJECTOR 
 
Using the same effects found in sensory rooms 
across the world; the NEW [Opti] Aura projector 
has WIFI Connecvity, dimmable and off mer 
capabilies. Each projector comes with one 6” effect 
wheel that fits easily on the integral wheel rotator. 

• 100,000+ hour effective life of the LED module
• Silent operation
• Cool running

.............................................................................................
PROJECTOR CURTAIN
 
This sheer curtain provides a backdrop that’s 
perfect for use with the Solar Projector to capture 
images. The sheerness of the 
curtain allows images to be seen on both sides of 
the curtain. Works well in multi-purpose rooms 
where wall space is limited. Includes 17' of ceiling 
track for hanging. Contact us for custom sizes.

Dimensions: 212"W x 93"H

Part No.  Description        
103400  PROJECTOR CURTAIN      

.......................................................................................................................
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FG6340  Opti Aura Projector      
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FG7272
In The Country

 

FG7004
Clouds 

FG7017
Floral

FG7426
Family Pets 

 

FG7441
Musical Star 30s-50s   

FG7292
Stained Glass

FG7091
Seasoned Woods

 

FG7440
Sunrise Clouds  

FG7020
Safari

6 inch PictorialWheels contain images, shapes or effects that move through the projected image area creating 
continuously changing images at speeds that are governed by the choice of 6 inch Wheel Rotator.

PICTORIAL WHEELS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
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FG7444 
1940’s – 1960’s 

FG7433 
1940’s Film Stars

FG7442 
1930’s -1940’s Films

FG7036 
2001 

FG7420 
2D Shapes

FG7443 
1950’s Film Star Card

FG7423 
Animals

FGM7449
At The Circus

FG7432 
Abc

FG7438   
Road Transport

FGM7450 
Robots 

FG7965  
Quest 
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FGM7447 
At The Zoo

FG7089  
Avalon Dawn

FGM7448
At The Farm

FG7424 
Balloon Festival

FG7002 
Balloons

FG7001  
Aviation

FG7434 
Camouflage 

FG7005 
Cog   

FG7270  
Butterflies 

FG7012 
Earthquake 

FG7009  
Deep 
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FG7014  
Fire 

FG7015 
Firework

FG7435 
Farm Animals

FG7261 
Flowers  

FG7262  
Fluffy 

FG7013   
Flags 

FG7266  
Ghost  

FG7291    
Gifts 

FG7427   
Fruit  

FG7428  
Jurassic 

FGM7452
Princesses 

FG7018  
Inner Space
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Abstract Wheels 6” effect wheels contain illustrations on abstract images to impact the very core of the 
individual and help with memory retrieval, social-emotional attachments and be entertaining and
pleasurable. Abstract wheels are better when used with either a multi-facet mirror, a facet clip on prism or 
a multi-mirror.

ABSTRACT WHEELS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................

FG8100    
Bubble (Colour)

FG8108  
Galaxy 

FG8110   
Blossom (Colour) 

FG8102   
Papillon (Colour)

FG8109    
Snow Crystals

FG8104     
Leaf (Colour)  

EFFECTS W
H

EELS
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FG7038E 
Liquid E Effect Wheel 

 

FG7038F 
Liquid F Effect Wheel

FG7038D 
Liquid D Effect Wheel

FG7038H 
Liquid H Effect Wheel 

FG7038I 
Liquid I Effect Wheel

FG7038G 
Liquid G Effect Wheel

FG7038M 
Liquid M Effect Wheel

FG7038N 
Liquid N Effect Wheel

FG7038K 
Liquid K Effect Wheel

LIQUID WHEELS
.................................................................................................................................................................................................

Optikinetics liquid oil wheels are unique hand crafted 6” effect wheels that project constantly moving vibrant colours 
and are perfect for creating calm and relaxing environments. In the 70’s Optikinetics 6 inch Liquid oil Effect Wheels 
were very popular and were commonly used for festivals, clubs and discos. In more recent times, Optikinetics 6 inch 
Liquid oil Effect Wheels alongside the retro disco’s has become an important part of therapy in multi-sensory 
environments.
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STAR GAZER
 
Bring peace and the night sky to those in need of 
soothing. The Star Gazer can shine continuously 
in your home or facility. Gazers can add blue and/
or white clouds to their experience and can also 
control the speed of the passing “stars.”  The unit 
has a cooling fan and a replaceable laser that lasts 
3,000 hours.

Developed in conjunction with the Hospice of 
Dayton, the Star Gazer has been instrumental in al-
leviating symptoms of anxiety, agitation, dyspnea, 
pain, and insomnia in patients.

Part No.  Description      
303800  STAR GAZER    

..............................................................................................
LASER STAR PROJECTOR
 
The Laser Star Projector will fill any dark space 
with a super sharp spectacle of animated stars and 
cloud formations. It will even surprise you with the 
occasional shooting star.

Part No.  Description       
SG-AHS  LASER STAR PROJECTOR   

 STA
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MICRO LED 4000

Powered by LED technology and controlled by an advanced RF remote control, which features a 
multi-color touch wheel allowing you to instantly switch to almost any color imaginable. The light 
source remote control also gives the ability to start and stop color cycling on any color. It also features 
master/slave synchronization and the ability to control more than one unit with the same remote 
control.

Part No.  Description        
SE2002  Harness 200 tails at 78”  with MicroLED 4000 Light Source Kit
SE2003  Harness 200 tails at 118”  with MicroLED 4000 Light Source Kit
SE2004  Harness 200 tails at 156”  with MicroLED 4000 Light Source Kit

FIBER OPTIC HEMISPHERE TILE

Similar to our Fiber Optic Cascade but uses a hemisphere mirror 
to create an illusory effect. Provides visual stimulation with a new 
dimensional aspect to the ceiling as stars seem to float in space. 
It mounts securely in a suspended ceiling grid replacing one  
2’ x 2’ tile.

Dimensions:  24”L  x  24”W

Part No.  Description        
303525  FIBER OPTIC HEMISPHERE TILE   
 
 

.....................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................................................
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INTERACTIVE HEMISPHERE MIRROR

The hemisphere is much like the Infinity Panel providing a new 
dimensional aspect to intrigue and spark the imagination. 
In a dark room the “stars” seem to float in space.
Add an Interactive Super Switch or Interactive Power Cube to 
create a full range of opportunities for interactive activities.

Dimensions:  30"W x 30"H x 15.5"D

.......................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
303310  INTERACTIVE HEMISPHERE MIRROR   
 



INTERACTIVE WALL WASHER 

A changing flood of colors provide cool, decorative lighting 
effects that encourage focus of attention. Powered by 
low-voltage LED technology, the unit easily attaches to a wall 
anywhere in your MSE. Comes with a Remote Program Switch.

Add an Interactive Super Switch or Interactive Power Cube to 
reinforce themes.  
Part No.  Description        
303302  INTERACTIVE WALL WASHER    

......................................................................................................................

FIBER OPTIC CASCADE

Our Fiber Optic Cascade creates a haven of changing light that 
stretches into infinity with 150 sidelight fiber optic strands that 
are 118”L. The acrylic mirrored panel is mounted in a drop 
ceiling grid and secured to the permanent ceiling above the 
grid. Comes with a Remote Program Switch.

Add an Interactive Super Switch or Interactive Power Cube to 
the Interactive Model to create endless opportunities for 
manipulation of the light.

Dimensions:  118”L

Part No.  Description         
303535  FIBER OPTIC WATERFALL    

.....................................................................................................................

FIBER OPTIC WATERFALL

Cover a doorway, hang it on a wall, or use it to turn a corner 
of the room into a private hideaway. Ninety-nine fiber optic 
strands create a waterfall effect as they cascade down from 
a 59”W aluminum tube. Light source sold separately. Can be 
used with LED 1000 Light Source or Micro LED 4000..

Dimensions:  59”W

Part No.  Description       Unit
203535  FIBER OPTIC WATERFALL    
 
 

FIBRE O
PTICS

...................................................................................................................
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INTERACTIVE COLOR PANEL

 
This Interactive product provides a pane of light that makes a 
colorful addition to an MSE, bedroom or common room. Our 
panels can scroll through the 8 colors or be easily paired with the 
wireless Power Cube or Super Switch to provide the user with a 
full range of opportunities for interactive activities. The panels are 
lightweight and made to attach easily to a wall. LED lights make 
them virtually maintenance free!

Dimensions:  30”W x 30”H x 6.5”D

Part No.  Description         
303300  INTERACTIVE COLOR PANEL    

.......................................................................................................................

INTERACTIVE MARBLE PANEL

The Interactive Marble Panel features our wireless-controlled LED 
technology combined with the fantastic color, texture and sound 
of the marbles. Our panels can scroll through the 8 colors or be 
easily paired with the wireless Power Cube or Super Switch to 
provide the user with a full range of opportunities for interactive 
activities. The panels are lightweight and made to attach easily 
to a wall. LED lights make them virtually maintenance free!

Dimensions:  30”W x 30”H x 6.5”D

Part No.  Description         
303303  INTERACTIVE MARBLE PANEL    

.......................................................................................................................
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MARVELOUS MARBLE PANEL

Cool glass, sparkling light, gentle noise! You get it all with this 
Marvelous Marble Panel. Mount it low on a wall and see how 
entranced your clients and students are with this sensory panel. 
More than 1,000 iridescent marbles fit into a steel grid on the 
panel that is illuminated by diffused lighting. As your clients turn 
the marbles, they receive visual, tactile and aural sensory input, 
and experience a calming sensation.

Dimensions: 30”W 30”H 6.5”D

.......................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
303806  MARVELOUS MARBLE PANEL  
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Interactive panels are a great way for your many different clients to receive sensory input. These three 
panels are made of Baltic Birch and offer tactile, visual and sound sensations. Each panel has a curvy 
roadway along its width where your clients can guide their vehicles, working on tracking and upper 
body gross motor skills. If you put the panels together on the wall, the vehicles can be moved along the 
entire 90 inches. The panels can also be freestanding and placed on the floor.

Fiber Optic Activity Panel

Your clients with visual impairments will appreciate this panel with its glowing fiber optic spray, fiber 
optic mirrors and unique marble panel backed by LED fiber optics. Tactile components include move-
able gears, a pointy tactile ring, and wooden and plastic animal shapes. The panel is also decorated with 
glow-in-the dark stars and mini-mirrors. It also has its own vehicle to follow the winding path across the 
board.

Sound & Music Activity Panel

This panel is full of noise makers to please the music enthusiasts you work with. We’ve included a sea-
sound drum, tambourine, xylophone, rainbow maker, desk bell, jingle bells, triangle and mini talking 
button as well as some wooden and plastic animal shapes, plastic beads, small mirrors, a foam letter B 
and another car to travel the highway.

Tactile Activity Panel

Our new tactile panel will appeal to those who enjoy the feel of different textures. There are three dif-
ferent types of rope handles, resistance tubing in varying strengths, a stretchy web, an abacus, mirrors, 
glowing stars, a foam letter and a wooden car to travel the curved roadway.

Dimensions: 30"L x 30"W x 6"D (Each panel)
Weight: 45 lbs. each

Part No.  Description       
303803   Fiber Optic Activity Panel  
303802   Sound & Music Activity Panel  
303801    Tactile Activity Panel
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Singmedix Player

Play music to people with dementia from their formative years!  Singmedix 
Player vastly improves cognizance and lucidity – the effects are dramatic, and 
are widely recognized by dementia and Alzheimer professionals.  Research has 
confirmed both the benefits of providing people who have dementia with 
music they remember, and the need for easy operation that such people 
require. The restorative effect of music therapy vastly improves the quality of 
life, mental well-being, and promotes independent living rather than relying on 
institutional resources.

The beneficial effects of music for people with dementia are quite outstanding; both for improving the quality of 
life and for its healthy restorative effects on cognizance and lucidity. A recurring problem however, has been the 
difficulties people with dementia face when trying to operate modern music playing equipment. Remembering 
how controls operate or manipulation of knobs, non-tactile buttons, and an array of confusing symbols all limit 
access to this well proved benefit.

The ’Singmedix Player’ has been designed to be as easy as possible to operate for the end user; that is, the person 
with dementia.The player comes pre-loaded with 200 songs.  The styling is also reminiscent of old radios and is 
instantly recognizable as something which plays music.

To operate, there are only three controls:    Start playing music – just lift the lid
      Skip this song – (optional) press the big button under the lid
      Stop the music – close the lid

Part No.  Description         
SP-100  Singmedix Player     

Singmedix Mobile/ Engage

Singmedix is a music player with a 1950’s design complete with 200 pre-installed therapeutic songs on a tablet. 
The  value behind the Singmedix platform is its ability to have a variety of songs from different genres on an easy 
to see and use media player when a patient or resident needs it. For someone who is experiencing the negative 
side of sundowning behavior or wandering due to Alzheimer’s, dementia, or autism, Singmedix therapeutic music 
may be the solution. Choose from eight different genres of music. 

Switch over to Singmedix Engage and involve the client with  song facts and trivia. The  songs are displayed so 
you can easily engage in a discussion of past activities, events and experiences with another person or group of 
people while working memory and concentration.

Part No.  Description       
SM-200  Singmedix Mobile/Engage    
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STEREO ROVERS

Vibro-Acoustic equipment helps to maintain novelty through practitioner control. The stereo has has 
two external speakers and includes an AM/FM radio, CD player, and can connect to an iPod, iPad or MP3 
Player. The vibration control of the unit is separate from the sound volume control, allowing you to 
maximize vibration and listen to music at a comfortable level.

Part No.  Description        
303100   STEREO ROVER 22”W x 39.75”H x 22”D  
303199  LITTLE STEREO ROVER  17”W X 28.25”H X 19”D 
303900  WALL STEREO  23.75”W X 13.5”H X 13”D  

CORNER STEREO

Vibro-Acoustic equipment helps to maintain novelty through 
practitioner control. The stereo has has two external 
speakers and includes an AM/FM radio, CD player, or can 
connect to an iPod, iPad or MP3 Player. The vibration control of 
the unit is separate from the sound volume control, allowing 
you to maximize vibration and listen to music at a comfortable 
level. The Wall Stereo can be attached easily to a wall or placed 
on a table. To save space, the Corner Stereo conveniently fits 
into the corner of a room. 

Part No.  Description        
303910  CORNER STEREO 23.5”W x 13.5”H x 13.75”D  

.....................................................................................................................

VIBRO-ACOUSTIC PILLOW

The Vibro-Acoustic Pillow was designed to be small enough to 
hug, to fit behind a client’s back in a wheelchair or to be used 
in bed. The Pillow has one stereo speaker that offers vibratory 
input and a built-in connector that uses speaker wires that are 
easily connected or disconnected from our stereo units.   
 Part No.  Description       
303206  VIBRO-ACOUSTIC PILLOW   

.....................................................................................................................
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WEIGHTED BLANKETS

Weighted blankets are an excellent way to provide clients with full-body proprioceptive input in order to 
help with calming. The blankets are versatile as they can be folded and used where needed. 

The Weighted Blanket is manufactured with safe, non-toxic steel shot sandwiched between two outside 
layers in a proprietary laminating process. This allows the entire blanket surface to be weighted — not just 
individual sections. This exclusive design allows the therapist to choose the amount of weight needed (by 
adding additional blankets) AND to position the weight exactly where it is needed. Both sides of our 
blanket are made of a softly textured fabric, to which Velcro® hook materials will adhere 
easily.

.....................................................................................................................

Dimensions:  40"L x 30"W (Small)
 50"L x 40"W (Medium)
 58"L x 30"W (Weighted 5 lb. Blanket)
 58"L x 58"W (Giant)
 58"L x 58"W (Heavyweight Giant)

Weight:  3 lbs. (Small)
 4 lbs. (Medium)
 Weighted 5 lb. Blanket  
 10 lbs. (Giant)
 20 lbs. (Heavyweight Giant)

Part No.  Description       
142275  SMALL WEIGHTED 3 LB. BLANKET   
142276  MEDIUM WEIGHTED 4 LB. BLANKET  
2276   WEIGHTED 5 LB. BLANKET   
2277   GIANT WEIGHTED 10 LB. BLANKET  
142277  HEAVYWEIGHT GIANT 20 LB. BLANKET  
2275   DELUXE WEIGHTED 5 LB. 4-BLANKET SET   
2278   WEIGHTED 5 LB. BLANKET SLIPCOVER  
2279   GIANT & HEAVYWEIGHT BLANKET SLIPCOVER 
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FLANNEL WEIGHTED BODY SHAWL

This quilted, microwaveable body shawl sports a flannel mate-
rial with a more mature pattern for adolescents. Yet, it still feels 
like a warm hug when used for therapy on your back, abdomen 
or across the shoulders. You can even use it to warm a therapy 
treatment table! Made from a navy blue flannel and red plaid 
flannel. Unscented.

Dimensions: 28”L 19”W
Weight: 5 lbs.

Part No.  Description        
240055  FLANNEL WEIGHTED BODY SHAWL   

.......................................................................................................................



ULTRASONIC AROMATHERAPY ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER

Lull provides more than just a conventional mist. Depending on the essential oils you use, it can uplift 
your spirits, assist in relaxation, or ward off infections.

Lull features an automatic shut-off, is easy to clean, uses little energy and can hold up to 200 ml of water. 
With the ultra-high capacity, the unit can work all night, and then, for optimal safety, the unit will turn off 
automatically when the water runs low.

The LED energy – saving light can be adjusted to desired 
brightness, and it can also be turned off. The “breathing” 
mode soothes by lighting up and fading gradually.

Essential Oils Set 

Essential Oils Set, we've done all the leg work for you and crafted 
an amazing set of the most popular absolutely pure and 
unadulterated oils. 

The kit includes six, 10ml dark amber bottles of :
Cinnamon
Frankincense
Peppermint
Lavender
Eucalyptus
Tea Tree

.................................................................................................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description        
EOS-AHS ESSENTIAL OILS SET    
 

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description        
AEOD-AHS AROMATHERAPY ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER 
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SNUG VEST™ 

Snug Vest™ is an inflatable vest for providing Deep Pressure Therapy. Firm pressure to the torso helps to 
relieve anxiety as well as increase focus and attention, and is especially effective for individuals with high 
levels of anxiety, stress, or with sensory disorders.

Pressure is evenly distributed in Snug Vest™ throughout the sides, shoulders, and back of the torso to give 
a hug-like squeeze. Snug Vest™ inflates easily with an attachable hand pump, and safe adjustable pressure 
can be administered to the exact amount the user needs.

 

Snug Vest™ Avoids habituation with the ability to vary the pressure. (Habituation is when the body gets 
used to  repeated exposure of a stimulus such as pressure). Snug Vest™ is hooded for blocking out light 
and overwhelming distractions to aid in calming, and pockets provide a further sense of comfort. The 
stylish vest is discrete and promotes inclusion. Adjusting in length and width, Snug Vest™ can be worn in 
a therapy setting for various sized users. Snug Vest™ uses patent-pending, cutting-edge welding 
technology construction methods and  safety mechanisms to provide evenly-distributed and safe 
pressure to the body.

Part No.  Description       
SV-M  Snug Vest™ Size Medium   
SV-L  Snug Vest™ Size Large   

.................................................................................................................................................................................................

DEFLATION TUBE
Deflate the vest by 
twisting the end of the 
deflation tube.

INFLATION TUBE
The hidden inflation 
tube attaches to the 
hand pump.

BLOCK DISTRACTIONS
The hood provides a sense 
of comfort and blocks out 
light and overwhelming 
distractions.

DEEP PRESSURE
The inflatable provides 
evenly distributed and 
adjustable pressure to the 
sides, shoulders, and back, 
to give a hug-like squeeze.

LENGTH ADJUSTMENT
Velcro™ at the shoulders 
adjust 3” according 
to user’s height to 
accommodate growth.

WIDTH ADJUSTMENT
Velcro™ at the sides 
adjust 6” around the 
torso to accommodate 
growth.

PRESSURE-SAFE
The elastic strip in the 
front ensures minimal 
pressure is placed on the 
stomach and chest.

BREATHABILITY
The holes on the inflatable 
provide ventilation and 
ensure even pressure 
distribution.

1
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TACTILE DISCS, SET/5
An inviting tactile material that challenges sense of touch on both hands and 
feet. At the same time, it develops the ability to describe sense impressions 
verbally. The tactile discs, made of  nice-to-touch rubber, contain five 
different tactile structures.

Guess The Scent
Encourages exploration and discovery through an individual’s sense of smell. 
Included are 15 distinct aromatic containers with extra large picture cards to 
match the scent & to develop additional games!

TACTILE DISCS, SET/10

An inviting tactile material that challenges sense of touch on both hands and 
feet. At the same time, it develops the ability to describe sense impressions 
verbally. The tactile discs, made of nice-to-touch rubber, contain different 
tactile structures.

Touch and Match Board

Stimulate your senses with our touch & match board.  Identify and 
match the 10 round textured objects  with the matching textured 
top surface.

Match Textile Tiles

Reach in and pull out one round textured object.  Then, reach into 
the bag with one hand and without looking use your sense of 
touch to find the matching texture.

Part No.  Description      
G-2117  TACTILE DISCS, SET/5   
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Part No.  Description      
MTT                 MATCH TEXILE TILES   
 

Part No.  Description      
TMB                  TOUCH & MATCH BOARD   
 

.......................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description      
GTC                 GUESS THE SCENT  
 

Part No.  Description      
G-2116  TACTILE DISCS, SET/10   
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TACTILE SENSORY BALLS 4-PK

 
Dazzling 4” balls covered with 100’s of delightfully, stimulating 
nubbies! Fun to throw and easy to catch, these amazing 
multi-sensory balls are also great for fidgeting and tactile ball 
massages. 
Part No.  Description         
GM3432  TACTILE SENSORY BALLS     

.......................................................................................................................

SQUIDGIE BALL

 
Incredibly durable, this extraordinary latex-free, 3-1/2” fidget ball 
features a maze of soft ripples that mesmerizes fingers! 
It’s crushable and washable.

Part No.  Description         
7151  SQUIDGIE BALL      

.......................................................................................................................

RAIN STICK

 
Colourful plastic rain stick, ideal for music groups. Rotate the stick 
and listen to the sound of rain as the beads fall through the 
chambers.

Part No.  Description         
RSM-16  RAINSTICK      

.......................................................................................................................

THE SELF COLOR-CHANGING EGG™

 
Watch in amazement as the Egg slowly transforms its color. You 
can place the EGG anywhere you want. Spice up your dinner table 
with an ever-changing morphing light.

Part No.  Description         
2924  THE SELF COLOR-CHANGING EGG™   

.......................................................................................................................

MONDO INSIDE-OUT BALLS

Like nothing you’ve fidgeted with before!  It takes both hands for 
most people to flip this ravishingly tactile sensory ball inside-out!

Part No.  Description         
7153  MONDO INSIDE-OUT BALLS    

.......................................................................................................................
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VIBRATOR MITT

 
This mitt provides a soft vibrating massage for relaxation and 
sensory stimulation. This is especially helpful for listless residents 
prior to preparing for daily activities.

Part No.  Description         
303300  VIBRATOR MITT      

.......................................................................................................................

SENSORY PILLOW

 
These multi-modal pillows address sight and touch and are 
effective in reducing anxiety, boredom and serve as a tool in 
helping develop the sense of touch.  Size 20”W x 16”D x 5”H.

Part No.  Description         
914584  SENSORY PILLOW     

.......................................................................................................................

ACTIVITY APRON

 
The Activity Apron has multiple textures and surfaces for tactile 
stimulation and dressing skills. Multiple hand activities for 
improved finger dexterity and eye-hand coordination.

Part No.  Description         
912460  ACTIVITY APRON     

.......................................................................................................................

GEL SPIRAL MAZE

 
The Spiral Gel Maze focuses on teaching anticipation, tactile 
development and serves as a tool in developing finger strength 
and hand-eye coordination.

Part No.  Description         
9147733B GEL SPIRAL MAZE     

.......................................................................................................................

GEL MAZE

 
This product provides the opportunity to move a marble through 
a maze pattern which contributes to brain stimulation, improved 
eye-hand coordination and increased finger strength.

Part No.  Description         
912425  GEL MAZE      

.......................................................................................................................
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ADJUSTABLE FLOOR MIRROR

Use the mirrored side to develop visual attention. 
Use the chalk board side as an activity to develop 
fine motor skills. Southpaw’s Floor Mirror can be 
adjusted to almost any angle and easily folds flat for 
storage. The Adjustable Floor Mirror provides 
feedback on body posture. It uses visual cues to 
prompt movement patterns. 

Dimensions: 26”W 26”H

Part No.  Description      
2255  ADJUSTABLE FLOOR MIRROR   
 

SOFT FOLDING MIRROR TENT

A tunnel to crawl through and a mirror to play in! 
The soft-sided tent features a shatter resistant 
mirror on the outside for little ones to experience 
cause and effect and play with their own 
reflections. This lightweight unit is great for the 
itinerant therapist.

Part No.  Description      
556105  SOFT FOLDING MIRROE TENT   
 

SOFT FRAME BUBBLE MIRROR

This fun mirror offers exciting multi-duplication of 
images, plus changes of shape and size. Nine 
convex mirror bubbles are each 9”dia. Great focal 
point for visual perceptual experiences. Made of 
shatter-resistant acrylic, the mirror is surrounded by 
a soft frame.

Dimensions: 34”W 34”H

Part No.  Description      
503011  SOFT FRAME BUBBLE MIRROR  
 

WOOD BACKED MIRROR

Wall-mounted mirrors are a great way to increase 
the intensity of the visual effects in an MSE room.
We have backed our acrylic mirror panels with 
wood to ensure that there is no distortion in the 
reflections. Panels can be mounted to your walls.

Dimensions: 36”W x 60”H

Part No.  Description        
303105    WOOD BACKED MIRROR     
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BEAN CHAIR

You can rock in this comfortable chair or you can turn it over for a 
peaceful stationary seat, with a quiet hideaway underneath. This 
sturdy birch frame has a heavy-duty Cordura® nylon seating area 
that’s big enough for two children or a child with a therapist or 
parent. The chair can be disassembled when the seating area needs 
to be cleaned.
Dimensions: 25.75”L 30.5”W 40.5”H

Part No.  Description         
156420  BEAN CHAIR WORKING LOAD: 200 LBS.                           
156421  INDIVIDUAL BEAN CHAIR WORKING LOAD: 150 LBS.    

.....................................................................................................................

BOUNCING CHAIR

The Bouncing Chair allows a variety of clients to sit or bounce in 
any conceivable position. It allows stimulation and gives great 
vestibular input that the client or therapist can interact on. Both 
the range and weight capacity can be adjusted, allowing clients 
to experience up to 10” of vestibular stimulation. It is also 
designed to allow therapists to change the angle of the seat, 
which gives a greater challenge for the bouncing activity.

Dimensions:   58”L x  36”W x  74”H
Working Load:  40 lbs. to 300 lbs.

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
7320  BOUNCING CHAIR     

BEAN BAG CHAIRS

Bean Bag Chairs have always been an important positioning and 
relaxation item for children and adults with sensory integration 
needs. But, all Bean Bag Chairs are not the same. Our Chairs are 
covered in durable, commercial strength 20 oz. vinyl, backed by 
non-woven polyester, which strengthens the fabric. The Chairs 
are sewn with a flat-felled seam, with all raw edges protected 
by a double fold that is interlocked. In addition, the seams are 
secured with a lockstitch, which guarantees that the seams will 
not unravel if a single thread breaks.

Dimensions: 
104” Circumference x 37”H (Child)
125” Circumference x 48”H (Adult)
 

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description         
5805-C   CHILD ESPRESSO      
5805-G  CHILD GREEN      
5805-HG CHILD HUNTER GREEN     
5805-N  CHILD NAVY      
5805-P  CHILD PURPLE       
5805-R  CHILD RED       
5805-RB  CHILD ROYAL BLUE      
5807-C  ADULT ESPRESSO     
5807-G  ADULT GREEN      
5807-HG ADULT HUNTER GREEN     
5807-N  ADULT NAVY          
5807-P  ADULT PURPLE      
5807-R  ADULT RED      
5807-RB  ADULT ROYAL BLUE     

................................................................................................................................................................................................
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COUCH & CHAIR

Our Couch and Chair are built with high-density 
foam, offering an alternative option to many of the 
hard, less comfortable seating devices. Designed 
with just enough support to encourage proper body 
positioning and sized just right for your younger 
population. Colors may vary.

Dimensions: 34.5”W x 25.5”H x 24”D (Couch)
12”H (Couch Seat Height)
17.25”W x 25.5” H x 24”D (Chair)
12”H (Chair Seat Height

Part No.  Description      
155401  COUCH
155402  CHAIR   
 

CONTOURED RELAXATION CHAIR

This Relaxation Chair has been contoured to con-
form to the shape of the body and distribute weight 
evenly. Made of soft foam covered with washable 
vinyl, it is ideal for an MSE or any Quiet Room. Can 
be cleaned with mild diluted detergent.

Dimensions: 47”L 25”W 29”H

Part No.  Description      
555480  CONTOURED RELAXATION CHAIR   
 

SENSORY ROCKERS

These soft, contoured rocking chairs offer gentle 
sensory stimulation in a comfortable position. An 
ideal positioning product for those who only need 
mild vestibular input.

Dimensions: 46”L x 26”W x 24”H (Child)

Part No.  Description      
154051  SENSORY ROCKERS  
 

OUTDOOR FLAT SEAT

Our Flat Seat was designed as a low-profile seating 
solution for children who have good head control 
but require modest trunk support for floor sitting. 
The sturdy base accommodates long sitting as well 
as cross-legged postures without risk of tip-over.
Dimensions: 16”W 16”H 16”

Part No.  Description        
156410    OUTDOOR FLAT SEAT     
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THE WHALE

All your clients will have a whale of a time on this 
piece of equipment that was developed after an 
early design by Dr. A. Jean Ayers. The Whale is great 
at providing rhythmical calming and organizing 
input. It also helps with postural control, balance 
and core strengthening.
Dimensions: 10”dia. 50”L

Part No.  Description      
1080  THE WHALE   
 

CAROUSEL

Take a spin on the Carousel! The slightly angled 
seat allows children to propel the Carousel by 
shifting the body’s centre of gravity, or younger 
children may push off with their feet. The 
Carousel helps develop muscle integration and 
strength while improving balance. The seat provides 
a thick edge for a solid grip and a solid and stable 
metal base with rubber feet ensures safe spinning.

Part No.  Description      
256175  CAROUSEL   
 

CUDDLE SWING

Increase calming and organize input by providing 
deep touch pressure and vestibular stimulation in 
our Cuddle Swing. Postural flexion is also 
encouraged while your child or client lies in the 
swing. Children will find this soft, stretchy swing fun 
and comfortable. Includes (1) Safety Snap.
Dimensions: 30”W 30”H 6.5”D

Part No.  Description      
120030  CUDDLE SWING   
 

BOUNCE PAD

Use our triangular Bounce Pad as a clever alternative to a 
trampoline to provide your client with otolithic stimula-
tion. Push-offs and landings require balance, timing and 
motor planning. The heavy-duty springs are covered to 
prevent pinched fingers. An optional carpet is available 
to attach to the Bounce Pad with Velcro® tabs.
Dimensions: 22” Triangle x 5”H

Part No.  Description      
303301  BOUNCE PAD    
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STEAMROLLER DELUXE

Allow children to hang out in the 
Steamroller to complete an activity while prone, or 
use in preparation for those tasks that require more 
attention. This piece of equipment offers more than 
just deep pressure. It allows children to work on mo-
tor planning skills, body awareness and shoulder 
stability as they work their bodies out of the device. 
Dimensions: 33.5”L x 29”W x 16”H

Part No.  Description      
150040            STEAMROLLER DELUXE   
 

THE SENSORY LOUNGER

The Sensory Lounger is a new sensory based inter-
vention that provides rapid deep touch pressure to 
the lateral, medial, ventral and dorsal sides of the 
body at the discretion of the user. By turning and 
shifting into the position that is most comfortable, 
the Sensory Lounger provides deep touch pressure 
in exactly the places where it’s needed.
Sensory Lounger - Child  42” L x 23” W x 26.75” H

Part No.  Description      
154061  THE SENSORY LOUNGER   
 

WEIGHTED TEDDY BEAR BLANKETS

These plush brown bears are soft and comforting to 
the touch and make therapy fun. The large Teddy 
Bear Blanket has a 16 lb. inner liner, while the smaller 
version has an 8 lb. inner liner. The inner liners are 
made using our proprietary laminating process to 
provide even weight distribution. Each outer cover is 
only compatible with the same animal inner liner. 
The inner liner may be surface washed.
Dimensions: 44”L x 35”W (Small) 54”L x 39”W (Large)

Part No.  Description      
440070                 SMALL WEIGHTED TEDDY BEAR BLANKET
440075                  LARGE WEIGHTED TEDDY BEAR BLANKET  
 

WEIGHTED LAP PAD

Offer your client proprioceptive feedback while doing 
sit-down tasks. Great for children who have the wiggles. 
Choose the amount of weight to be used by using the 
capsule weights, which are .5 lb. each. The Weighted Lap 
Pad can hold up to 12 lbs. of weight and includes (24) .5 
lb. weights. Soft and durable.
Dimensions: 25”L 15”W

Part No.  Description      
2296  WEIGHTED LAP PAD   
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3” MIXED COLORED BALLS, SET OF 500

These 3” diameter, multi-colored plastic balls are 
vailable in a quantity of 500 balls

Part No.  Description      
551410          3” MIXED COLORED BALLS, SET OF 500 
  

ROCKER BOARD

Southpaw’s quality rocker boards are ideal for 
balance activities while standing, kneeling, sitting 
or lying prone. Balance boards are ideal for giving 
your clients just the right challenge. Designed with 
handholds to prevent pinched fingers, making these 
boards easy to use for all clients.
Dimensions: 28”L x 28”W x 7.5”H (Small)
28”L x 56”W x 7.5”H (Large)

Part No.   Description      
150010                    SMALL ROCKER BOARD
150020                    LARGE ROCKER BOARD  

ROCKING BARREL

The Rocking Barrel offers a variety of uses in the 
therapeutic setting. Allow clients to work on 
proprioceptive input and motor planning skills by 
crawling through or pushing the barrel, and enjoy 
vestibular stimulation by rolling or rocking in it.

Part No.  Description      
550090                  ROCKING BARREL
 
 

ROCKING ARCH

“Rock, rock, rock your boat…” This rocker will be a hit with 
all clients as they address balance, core muscle strength-
ening and coordination skills. It’s great to use with a 
partner, or even alone with the help of an adult. Turn it 
over and it becomes a bridge to cross. The dowels are 
positioned properly to ensure safety for feet of all sizes. 
A great new double-duty product. Must be completely 
assembled.

Part No.  Description      
150005  ROCKING ARCH   
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C-STAND & LINEAR MOTION BAR

Our easy-to-assemble, freestanding C-Stand frame has a flat, 
padded base that provides a stable, strong support platform 
without frame legs to interfere with treatment. We have simpli-
fied the height adjustment by adding a C-stand exclusive height 
adjustment strap, which also eliminates metal-to-metal contact 
and wear. Additionally, the “C” portion of the kit is a two-piece 
unit, which makes moving and assembly easier.
Setup time is approximately 1 to 2 hours. The kit includes 
everything you need to start using your therapeutic 
equipment… just unpack and assemble.

Dimensions:  60”diameter x 60”W x 92”H
Working Load: 300 lbs. (Active)   500 lbs. (Passive)
Weight:  600 lbs.

.....................................................................................................................

Part No.  Description       Unit 
7100  C-STAND, COMPLETE WITH INTEGRATED   EA
  ROTATIONAL DEVICE, HEIGHT ADJUSTING STRAP, 
  BASE AND BUMP MATS 

Part No.  Description       Unit 
1800  PLATFORM SWING     EA

PLATFORM SWING

The Platform Swing is an essential tool in sensory integration 
therapy. Our platform swings offer therapists the ability to cre-
ate a wide range of tilting movements with the control lines 
attached to the top disc. Can be used with clients in a variety of 
positions from prone to standing. Platform is carpeted.

Dimensions: 31”L x 31”W x 60”H
Working Load: 300 lbs.
Weight:  21 lbs.

.....................................................................................................................
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CHILD AND ADULT COCOON SWINGS

Provide a different perspective to vestibular input. The Cocoon Swings 
are ideal to be used in various positions while allowing clients to feel 
secure. They are made of soft, no-pinch nylon mesh fabric, and hang 
from six webbing straps. With the front and rear straps detached, the 
Child Cocoon Swing becomes a single-point sling hammock, which 
provides full body support with an extension position.
Dimensions:  50”H (Child),  60”H (Adult)
Working Load: Working Load: 150 lbs. (Child), 300 lbs. (Adult)
Part No.  Description       Unit 
0132  CHILD COCOON SWING     EA
0135  ADULT COCOON SWING    EA



FIBER OPTIC TUNNEL

This Fiber Optic Tunnel allows clients a visual and 
tactile experience. Light source sold separately.

Part No.  Description      
303490  FIBER OPTIC TUNNEL   
 

CAROUSEL

Increase your clients’ sensory experience with a view 
of the firmament on your ceiling. Our Star Ceiling 
Rings are easy to install and do not require access 
above the ceiling. The midnight blue material is 
fitted with 70 fiber optic stars that are fed by a small 
LED light source which scrolls through six vibrant 
colors — green, red, blue, pink, turquoise and yellow.
  

Part No.  Description      
256175  CAROUSEL   
 

FIBER OPTIC CARPET

Allow clients a visual and tactile experience when 
they sit or lie on our carpet. Increase its versatility 
by placing it on the wall to provide tactile input for 
those who cannot reach the floor. This is also an 
excellent setup to improve visual scanning and 
awareness, as well as upper extremity range of 
motion. Light source sold separately. Can be used 
with Micro LED 4000.
Dimensions: 39”L x 39”W or 78”L x 39”W

Part No.  Description      
203540   39” x 39” Fiber Optic Carpet
203542   78” x 39” Fiber Optic Carpet

FIBER OPTIC STAR CEILING KITS

Consisting of mixed diameter fiber for a ‘near and far’ 
effect, each fiber optic star kit comes with small poly-
carbonate fittings for a neat finish in the ceiling or 
chosen installation material.Unlike other systems on the 
market, these fittings allowfor the fibre to pass all the 
way through, thus maintaining the preferred intense 
star effect which is only achieved when the fiber end is 
exposed, whilst also covering up any ragged edges from 
drilling. Size: (mixed 0.75mm and 1mm fiber)

Part No.  Description      
SS112 INTERACTIVE STAR INFINITY PANEL    
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HOW TO MEASURE A ROOM

A Multi-Sensory Environment is a specific space designed to allow the user to control all aspects of 
sensation in the area. The main components of every MSE is that it is accessible to all functioning levels, 
provides the opportunity for choice by the user, is meaningful, demand free and empowers the individual 
to overcome sensory deficits and allows them to take control to discover and explore the world around 
them.

STEP 1 - DRAW AN OUTLINE OF YOUR ROOM

 Draw an outline of the shape of your room complete with the 
doors & windows and the direction in which they open.    

.......................................................................................................................

STEP 3 - ADD MEASUREMENTS TO YOUR SKETCHES
 

STEP 2 - MAKE A SKETCH OF EACH WALL

Next,  make a sketch of each wall including electrical outlets, air vents, 
and any other fixed objects it will be necessarry to work around.  

We need to know the exact space that you have to work with.  
Start by measuring each fixed point in the room.  This means 
measuring the distance between the door frame to the 
corner of the room.  The corner of the room to the window 
and so on.... recording the measurements as you go.  Pick a 
starting point in the room and work clockwise so nothing 
gets missed.  We will also need the wall height, and door & 
window height. Once we have an accurate diagram of your 
room, we will put together a 3D presentation video and a 
wall-by-wall illustration of your future multi-sensory room.

ROOM DESIGN

With your room sketches, we will present your facility with a 
video tour as well as a presentation of  your future 
multi-sensory room.  Visit our website to view our step-by-step 
instructional video on measuring a room which includes a 
video tour of a mutli-sensory room.    

.....................................................................................................................
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